Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The standard model (SM) of electroweak interactions \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\] relies on the existence of the Higgs boson, H, a scalar particle associated with the field responsible for spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking \[[@CR4]--[@CR9]\]. The mass of the boson, *m*~H~, is not predicted by the theory. Searches for the SM Higgs boson at LEP and the Tevatron excluded at 95 % confidence level (CL) masses lower than 114.4 GeV \[[@CR10]\] and the mass range 162--166 GeV \[[@CR11]\], respectively. Previous direct searches at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) \[[@CR12]\] were based on data from proton--proton (pp) collisions corresponding to an integrated luminosity of up to 5 fb^−1^, collected at a center-of-mass energy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sqrt{s}=7~\text{TeV}$\end{document}$. Using the 7 TeV data set the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment has excluded at 95 % CL masses from 127 to 600 GeV \[[@CR13]\]. In 2012, the LHC pp center-of-mass energy was increased to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sqrt{s}=8~\text{TeV}$\end{document}$, and an additional integrated luminosity of more than 5 fb^−1^ was recorded by the end of June. Searches based on these data in the mass range 110--145 GeV led to the observation of a new boson with a mass of approximately 125 GeV \[[@CR14]--[@CR16]\]. Using this data set the ATLAS experiment excluded at 95 % CL the mass ranges 111--122 and 131--559 GeV \[[@CR14]\]. By the end of 2012 the amount of collected integrated luminosity at 8 TeV reached almost 20 fb^−1^. We intend to report findings from the entire data set in a future publication. However, given the heightened interest following the recent discovery of the 125 GeV boson, and the fact that the analysis of the full data taken in 2011--2012 will take time, we present here a search for the SM-like Higgs boson up to 1 TeV with the same data set that was used in Refs. \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\].

The observation of a Higgs boson with a mass of 125 GeV is consistent with the theoretical constraint coming from the unitarization of diboson scattering at high energies \[[@CR17]--[@CR26]\]. However, there is still a possibility that the newly discovered particle has no connection to the electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism \[[@CR27], [@CR28]\]. In addition, several popular scenarios, such as general two-Higgs-doublet models (for a review see \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\]) or models in which the SM Higgs boson mixes with a heavy electroweak singlet \[[@CR31]\], predict the existence of additional resonances at high mass, with couplings similar to the SM Higgs boson. In any such models, issues related to the width of the resonance and its interference with non-resonant WW and ZZ backgrounds must be understood. This paper reports a search for a SM-like Higgs boson at high mass, assuming the properties predicted by the SM. The H→WW and H→ZZ decay channels are used as benchmarks for cross section and production mechanism in the mass range 145\<*m*~H~\<1000 GeV. This approach allows for a self-consistent and coherent presentation of the results at high mass.

For a Higgs boson decaying to two W bosons, the fully leptonic (H→WW→*ℓνℓν*) and semileptonic (H→WW→*ℓν*qq) final states are considered in this analysis. For a Higgs boson decaying into two Z bosons, final states containing four leptons (H→ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ℓ*′), two leptons and two jets (H→ZZ→2*ℓ*2q), and two leptons and two neutrinos (H→ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ν*), are considered, where *ℓ*=e or *μ* and *ℓ*′=e, *μ*, or *τ*. The analyses use pp collision data samples recorded by the CMS detector, corresponding to integrated luminosities of up to 5.1 fb^−1^ at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sqrt{s} = 7~\text{TeV}$\end{document}$ and up to 5.3 fb^−1^ at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sqrt{s} = 8~\text{TeV}$\end{document}$.

The CMS detector and simulations {#Sec2}
================================

A full description of the CMS apparatus is available elsewhere \[[@CR32]\]. The CMS experiment uses a right-handed coordinate system, with the origin at the nominal interaction point, the *x* axis pointing to the center of the LHC ring, the *y* axis pointing up (perpendicular to the plane of the LHC ring), and the *z* axis along the counterclockwise-beam direction. The polar angle *θ* is measured from the positive *z* axis, and the azimuthal angle *ϕ* is measured in the *x*--*y* plane. All angles in this paper are presented in radians. The pseudorapidity is defined as *η*=−ln\[tan(*θ*/2)\].

The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6  m internal diameter, which provides a magnetic field of 3.8  T. Within the field volume are a silicon pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass/scintillator hadron calorimeter. A quartz-fiber Cherenkov calorimeter extends the coverage to \|*η*\|\<5.0. Muons are measured in gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel flux return yoke. The first level of the CMS trigger system, composed of custom hardware processors, is designed to select the most interesting events in less than 3 μs, using information from the calorimeters and muon detectors. The high level trigger processor farm decreases the event rate from 100  kHz delivered by the first level trigger to a few hundred hertz, before data storage.

Several Monte Carlo (MC) event generators are used to simulate the signal and background event samples. The H→WW and H→ZZ signals are simulated using the next-to-leading order (NLO) package [powheg]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR33]--[@CR35]\]. The Higgs boson signals from gluon fusion (gg→H), and vector-boson fusion (VBF, qq→qqH), are generated with [powheg]{.smallcaps} at NLO and a dedicated program \[[@CR36]\] used for angular correlations. Samples of WH, ZH, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathrm{t}\overline{\mathrm{t}} \mathrm{H}$\end{document}$ events are generated using [pythia]{.smallcaps} 6.424 \[[@CR37]\].

At generator level, events are weighted according to the total cross section *σ*(pp→H), which contains contributions from gluon fusion computed to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) and next-to-next-to-leading-log (NNLL) \[[@CR38]--[@CR49]\], and from weak-boson fusion computed at NNLO \[[@CR41], [@CR50]--[@CR54]\].

The simulated WW(ZZ) invariant mass *m*~WW~ (*m*~ZZ~) lineshape is corrected to match the results presented in Refs. \[[@CR55]--[@CR57]\], where the complex-pole scheme for the Higgs boson propagator is used. In the gluon fusion production channel, the effects on the lineshape due to interference between Higgs boson signal and the gg→WW and gg→ZZ backgrounds are included \[[@CR58], [@CR59]\]. The theoretical uncertainties on the lineshape due to missing higher-order corrections in the interference between background and signal are included in the total uncertainties, in addition to uncertainties associated with electroweak corrections \[[@CR56], [@CR58]\]. Interference outside the Higgs boson mass peak has sizable effects on the normalization for those final states where the Higgs boson invariant mass cannot be fully reconstructed. A correction is applied, taking into account the corresponding theoretical uncertainties, in the WW→*ℓν*qq final state \[[@CR58], [@CR59]\]. In the WW→*ℓνℓν* and ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ν* final states, the effect of interference on the normalization, as computed in \[[@CR59], [@CR60]\], is included with an associated uncertainty of 100 %.

The background contribution from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathrm{q} \overline{\mathrm{q}} \to \mathrm{WW} $\end{document}$ production is generated using the [MadGraph]{.smallcaps} package \[[@CR61]\], and the subdominant gg→WW process is generated using [gg2ww]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR62]\]. The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathrm{q} \overline{\mathrm{q}} \to \mathrm{ZZ} $\end{document}$ production process is simulated at NLO with [powheg]{.smallcaps}, and the gg→ZZ process is simulated using [gg2zz]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR63]\]. Other diboson processes (WZ, Z*γ*^(∗)^, W*γ*^(∗)^) and Z+jet are generated with [pythia]{.smallcaps} 6.424 and [MadGraph]{.smallcaps}. The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathrm{t}\overline{\mathrm{t}} $\end{document}$ and tW events are generated at NLO with [powheg]{.smallcaps}. For all samples [pythia]{.smallcaps} is used for parton showering, hadronization, and underlying event simulation. For leading-order (LO) generators, the default set of parton distribution functions (PDF) used to produce these samples is CTEQ6L \[[@CR64]\], while CT10 \[[@CR65]\] is used for NLO generators. The *τ*-lepton decays are simulated with [tauola]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR66]\]. The detector response is simulated using a detailed description of the CMS detector, based on the [Geant4]{.smallcaps} package \[[@CR67]\], with event reconstruction performed identically to that for recorded data. The simulated samples include the effect of multiple pp interactions per bunch crossing (pileup). The [pythia]{.smallcaps} parameters for the underlying events and pileup interactions are set to the Z2 (Z2^∗^) tune for the 7 (8) TeV data sample as described in Ref. \[[@CR68]\] with the pileup multiplicity distribution matching that seen in data.

Event reconstruction {#Sec3}
====================

A complete reconstruction of the individual particles emerging from each collision event is obtained via a particle-flow (PF) technique \[[@CR69], [@CR70]\]. This approach uses the information from all CMS sub-detectors to identify and reconstruct individual particles in the collision event, classifying them into mutually exclusive categories: charged hadrons, neutral hadrons, photons, electrons, and muons.

The electron reconstruction algorithm combines information from clusters of energy deposits in the ECAL with the trajectory in the inner tracker \[[@CR71], [@CR72]\]. Trajectories in the tracker volume are reconstructed using a dedicated model of electron energy loss, and fitted with a Gaussian sum filter. Electron identification relies on a multivariate (MVA) technique that combines observables sensitive to the amount of bremsstrahlung along the electron trajectory, the geometrical and momentum matching between the electron trajectory and the associated clusters, and shower-shape observables.

The muon reconstruction algorithm combines information from the silicon tracker and the muon spectrometer. Muons are selected from amongst the reconstructed muon-track candidates by applying requirements on the track components in the muon system and on matched energy deposits in the calorimeters \[[@CR73]\].

The *τ*-leptons are identified in both the leptonic decay modes, with an electron or muon as measurable decay product, and in the hadronic mode (denoted *τ*~h~). The PF particles are used to reconstruct *τ*~h~ using the "hadron-plus-strip" (HPS) algorithm \[[@CR74]\].

Jets are reconstructed from PF candidates by using the anti-*k*~T~ clustering algorithm \[[@CR75], [@CR76]\] with a distance parameter of 0.5. Jet energy corrections are applied to account for the non-linear response of the calorimeters, and other instrumental effects. These corrections are based on in-situ calibration using dijet and *γ*/Z+jet data samples \[[@CR77]\]. The median energy density due to pileup is evaluated in each event, and the corresponding energy is subtracted from each jet \[[@CR78]\]. Jets are required to originate at the primary vertex, which is identified as the vertex with the highest summed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p_{\mathrm{T}} ^{2}$\end{document}$ of its associated tracks. Jets displaced from the primary vertex in the transverse direction can be tagged as b jets \[[@CR79]\].

Charged leptons from W and Z boson decays are typically expected to be isolated from other activity in the event. The isolation of e or *μ* leptons is therefore ensured by applying requirements on the sum of the transverse energies of all reconstructed particles, charged or neutral, within a cone of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\Delta R = \sqrt{(\Delta\eta)^{2} + (\Delta\phi)^{2}} < 0.4$\end{document}$ around the lepton direction, after subtracting the average pileup energy estimated using a "jet area" technique \[[@CR80]\] on an event-by-event basis.

The magnitude of the transverse momentum (*p*~T~) is calculated as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E_{\mathrm{T}}^{\text{miss}} = |\boldsymbol{E}_{\mathrm{T}}^{\text {miss}}|$\end{document}$.

At trigger level, depending on the decay channel, events are required to have a pair of electrons or muons, or an electron and a muon, one lepton with *p*~T~\>17 GeV and the other with *p*~T~\>8 GeV, or a single electron (muon) with *p*~T~\>27 (24) GeV.

The efficiencies for trigger selection, reconstruction, identification, and isolation of e and *μ* are measured from recorded data, using a "tag-and-probe" \[[@CR81]\] technique based on an inclusive sample of Z-boson candidate events. These measurements are performed in several bins of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p_{\mathrm{T}} ^{\ell} $\end{document}$ and \|*η*^*ℓ*^\|. The overall trigger efficiency for events selected for this analysis ranges from 96 % to 99 %. The efficiency of the electron identification in the ECAL barrel (endcaps) varies from around 82 % (73 %) at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p_{\mathrm{T}} ^{\mathrm{e}} \simeq 20~\mbox{GeV}$\end{document}$. It drops to about 85 % in the transition region, 1.44\<\|*η*^e^\|\<1.57, between the ECAL barrel and endcaps. Muons with *p*~T~\>5 GeV are reconstructed and identified with efficiencies greater than ∼98 % in the full \|*η*^*μ*^\|\<2.4 range. The efficiency of the *τ*~h~ identification is around 50 % for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p_{\mathrm{T}} ^{\tau}> 20~\mbox{GeV}$\end{document}$ \[[@CR74]\].

Data analysis {#Sec4}
=============

The results presented in this paper are obtained by combining Higgs boson searches exploiting different production and decay modes. A summary of these searches is given in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. All final states are exclusive, with no overlap between channels. The results of the searches in the mass range *m*~H~\<145 GeV are presented in Refs. \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\]. The presence of a signal in any one of the channels, at a certain value of the Higgs boson mass, is expected to manifest itself as an excess extending around that value for a range corresponding to the Higgs boson width convoluted with the experimental mass resolution. The Higgs boson width varies from few percents of *m*~H~ at low masses through up to 50 % at *m*~H~=1 TeV. The mass resolution for each decay mode is given in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. It should be noted that the presence of the boson with *m*~H~=125 GeV effectively constitutes an additional background especially in the WW→*ℓνℓν* channel up to approximately *m*~H~=200 GeV, because of the poor mass resolution of this analysis. To take this effect explicitly into account a simulated SM Higgs boson signal with *m*~H~=125 GeV is considered as background in this paper. Table 1Summary information on the analyses included in this paper. The column "H production" indicates the production mechanism targeted by an analysis; it does not imply 100 % purity. The main contribution in the untagged and inclusive categories is always gluon fusion. The (jj)~VBF~ refers to dijet pair consistent with the VBF topology, and (jj)~W(Z)~ to a dijet pair with an invariant mass consistent with coming from a W (Z) dijet decay. For the WW→*ℓνℓν* and ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ℓ*′ channels the full possible mass range starts from 110 GeV, but in this paper both analyses are restricted to the masses above 145 GeV. The ZZ→2*ℓ*2q analysis uses only 7 TeV data. The notation "((ee,*μμ*),e*μ*)+(0 or 1 jets)" indicates that the analysis is performed in two independent lepton categories (ee,*μμ*) and (e*μ*), each category further subdivided in two subcategories with zero or one jets, thus giving a total of four independent channelsH decay modeH productionExclusive final statesNo. of channels*m* ~H~ range \[GeV\]*m* ~H~ resolutionWW→*ℓνℓν*0/1-jets((ee,*μμ*),e*μ*)+(0 or 1 jets)4145--60020 %WW→*ℓνℓν*VBF tag((ee,*μμ*),e*μ*)+(jj)~VBF~2145--60020 %WW→*ℓν*qqUntagged(e*ν*,*μν*)+((*jj*)~W~ with 0 or 1 jets)4180--6005--15 %ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ℓ*′Inclusive4e, 4*μ*, 2e2*μ*3145--10001--2 %(ee,*μμ*)+(*τ* ~h~ *τ* ~h~,*τ* ~e~ *τ* ~h~,*τ* ~*μ*~ *τ* ~h~,*τ* ~e~ *τ* ~*μ*~)8200--100010--15 %ZZ→2*ℓ*2qInclusive(ee,*μμ*)+((jj)~Z~ with 0, 1, 2b-tags)6200--6003 %ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ν*Untagged(ee,*μμ*)+0, 1, 2 non-VBF jets6200--10007 %ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ν*VBF tag(ee,*μμ*)+(jj)~VBF~2200--10007 %

The results of all analyses are finally combined following the prescription developed by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations in the context of the LHC Higgs Combination Group \[[@CR82]\], as described in Ref. \[[@CR13]\], taking into account the systematic uncertainties and their correlations.

H→WW→*ℓνℓν* {#Sec5}
-----------

In this channel, the Higgs boson decays to two W bosons, both of which decay leptonically, resulting in a signature with two isolated, oppositely charged, high-*p*~T~ leptons (electrons or muons) and large $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E_{\mathrm{T}}^{\text{miss}} $\end{document}$ due to the undetected neutrinos. The analysis is very similar to that reported in Refs. \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\], but additionally uses an improved Higgs boson mass lineshape model, and uses an MVA shape analysis \[[@CR83]\] for data taken at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sqrt{s}=8~\text{TeV}$\end{document}$. Candidate events must contain two reconstructed leptons with opposite charge, with *p*~T~\>20 GeV for the leading lepton, and *p*~T~\>10 GeV for the second lepton. Only electrons (muons) with \|*η*\|\<2.5 (2.4) are considered in this channel.

Events are classified into three mutually exclusive categories, according to the number of reconstructed jets with *p*~T~\>30 GeV and \|*η*\|\<4.7. The categories are characterized by different signal yields and signal-to-background ratios. In the following these are referred to as 0-jet, 1-jet, and 2-jet samples. Events with more than two jets are considered only if they are consistent with the VBF hypothesis and therefore must not have additional jets in the pseudorapidity region between the highest-*p*~T~ jets. Signal candidates are further divided into same-flavor leptons (e^+^e^−^, *μ*^+^*μ*^−^) and different-flavor leptons (e^±^*μ*^∓^) categories. The bulk of the signal arises through direct W decays to electrons or muons, with the small contribution from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathrm{W} \to\tau\nu \to\ell\mathrm{+X}$\end{document}$ decays implicitly included. The different-flavor lepton 0-jet and 1-jet categories are analysed with a multivariate technique, while all others make use of sequential selections.

In addition to high-*p*~T~ isolated leptons and minimal jet activity, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E_{\mathrm{T}}^{\text{miss}} $\end{document}$ is expected to be present in signal events, but generally not in background. For this channel, a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\Delta\phi(\ell, \boldsymbol{E}_{\mathrm{T}}^{\text{miss}}) < \pi/2$\end{document}$, or (ii) the magnitude of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\boldsymbol{E}_{\mathrm{T}}^{\text {miss}}$\end{document}$ otherwise. This observable more efficiently rejects Z/*γ*^∗^→*τ*^+^*τ*^−^ background events in which the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E_{\text{T, projected}}^{\text {miss}} $\end{document}$ resolution is degraded as pileup increases, the minimum of two different observables is used: the first includes all particle candidates in the event, while the second uses only the charged particle candidates associated with the primary vertex. Events with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E_{\text{T, projected}}^{\text {miss}} $\end{document}$ above 20 GeV are selected for this analysis.

The backgrounds are suppressed using techniques described in Refs. \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\]. Top quark background is controlled with a top-quark-tagging technique based on soft muon and b-jet tagging \[[@CR79]\]. A minimum dilepton transverse momentum ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$p_{\mathrm{T}} ^{\ell\ell}$\end{document}$) of 45 GeV is required, in order to reduce the W+jets background. Rejection of events with a third lepton passing the same requirements as the two selected leptons reduces both WZ and W*γ*^∗^ backgrounds. The background from low-mass resonances is rejected by requiring a dilepton mass *m*~*ℓℓ*~\>12 GeV.

The Drell--Yan process produces same-flavor lepton pairs (e^+^e^−^ and *μ*^+^*μ*^−^) and therefore additional requirements are applied for the same-flavor final state. Firstly, the resonant component of the Drell--Yan background is rejected by requiring a dilepton mass outside a 30 GeV window centered on the Z-boson mass. The remaining off-peak contribution is further suppressed by requiring $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E_{\text{T, projected}}^{\text {miss}} >45~\mbox{GeV}$\end{document}$. For events with two jets, the dominant source of misreconstructed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E_{\mathrm{T}}^{\text{miss}}$\end{document}$ is the mismeasurement of the hadronic recoil, and optimal performance is obtained by requiring $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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These requirements form the set of "preselection" criteria. The preselected sample is dominated by non-resonant WW events. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}(top) shows an example of the *m*~*ℓℓ*~ distribution for the 0-jet different-flavor-leptons category after the preselection. The data are well reproduced by the simulation. To enhance the signal-to-background ratio, loose *m*~H~-dependent requirements are applied on *m*~*ℓℓ*~ and the transverse mass, given by: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\boldsymbol{p}_{\mathrm{T}}^{\ell\ell} $\end{document}$. After preselection, a multivariate technique is employed for the different-flavor final state in the 0-jet and 1-jet categories. In this approach, a boosted decision tree (BDT) \[[@CR84]\] is trained for each Higgs boson mass hypothesis and jet category to discriminate signal from background. Fig. 1(*Top*) Distributions of *m* ~*ℓℓ*~ in the 0-jet different-flavor category of the WW→*ℓνℓν* channel for data (*points* with *error bars*), for the main backgrounds (*stacked histograms*), and for a SM Higgs boson signal with *m* ~H~=500 GeV. The standard preselection is applied. (*Bottom*) BDT-classifier distributions for signal and background events for a SM Higgs boson with *m* ~H~=500 GeV and for the main backgrounds in the 0-jet different-flavor category after requiring $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The multivariate technique employs the variables used in the preselection and additional observables including Δ*R*~*ℓℓ*~ between the leptons and the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\boldsymbol{p}_{\mathrm {T}}^{\ell\ell} $\end{document}$ and the jet are also used. The BDT classifier distributions for *m*~H~=500 GeV are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} (bottom) for the 0-jet different-flavor category. BDT training is performed using H→WW as signal and non-resonant WW as background. The sum of templates for the signal and background are fitted to the binned observed BDT distributions.

The 2-jet category is optimized for the VBF production mode \[[@CR50], [@CR51], [@CR53], [@CR85]\], for which the cross section is roughly ten times smaller than for the gluon fusion mode. Sequential selections are employed for this category. The main requirements for selecting the VBF-type events are on the mass of the dijet system, *m*~jj~\>450 GeV, and on the angular separation of the two jets \|Δ*η*~jj~\|\>3.5. An *m*~H~-dependent requirement on the dilepton mass is imposed, as well as other selection requirements that are independent of the Higgs boson mass hypothesis.

The normalization of the background contributions relies on data whenever possible and exploits a combination of techniques \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\]. The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathrm{t}\overline{\mathrm{t}} $\end{document}$ background is estimated by extrapolation from the observed number of events with the b-tagging requirement inverted. The Drell--Yan background measurement is based on extrapolation from the observed number of e^+^e^−^, *μ*^+^*μ*^−^ events with the Z-veto requirement inverted. The background of W+jets and QCD multi-jet events is estimated by measuring the number of events with one lepton passing a loose requirement on isolation. The probability for such loosely-isolated non-genuine leptons to pass the tight isolation criteria is measured in data using multi-jet events. The non-resonant WW contribution is estimated from simulation.

Experimental effects, theoretical predictions, and the choice of event generators are considered as sources of systematic uncertainty, and their impact on the signal efficiency is assessed. The impact on the kinematic distributions is also considered for the BDT analysis. The overall signal yield uncertainty is estimated to be about 20 %, and is dominated by the theoretical uncertainty associated with missing higher-order QCD corrections and PDF uncertainties, estimated following the PDF4LHC recommendations \[[@CR86]--[@CR90]\]. The total uncertainty on the background estimation in the H→WW signal region is about 15 % and is dominated by the statistical uncertainty on the observed number of events in the background control regions.

After applying the final selections, no evidence of a SM-like Higgs boson is observed over the mass range considered in this paper. Upper limits are derived on the ratio of the product of the Higgs boson production cross section and the H→WW branching fraction, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sigma_{\mathrm{H}} \times\mathcal{B}(\mathrm{H}\to \mathrm{WW} )$\end{document}$, to the SM expectation. The observed and expected upper limits at 95 % confidence level (CL) with all categories combined are shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The contribution of the 2-jet category to the expected limits is approximately 10 %. Fig. 2Observed (*solid line*) and expected (*dashed line*) 95 % CL upper limit on the ratio of the product of production cross section and branching ratio to the SM expectation for the Higgs boson obtained using the asymptotic CL~S~ technique \[[@CR91], [@CR92]\] in the WW→*ℓνℓν* channel. The 68 % (1*σ*) and 95 % (2*σ*) CL ranges of expectation for the background-only model are also shown with *green* and *yellow bands*, respectively. The *horizontal solid line* at unity indicates the SM expectation (Color figure online)

H→WW→*ℓν*qq {#Sec6}
-----------

The WW semileptonic channel has the largest branching fraction of all the channels presented in this paper. Its advantage over the fully leptonic final state is that it has a reconstructable Higgs boson mass peak \[[@CR93]\]. This comes at the price of a large W+jets background. The level to which this background can be controlled largely determines the sensitivity of the analysis. This is the first time CMS is presenting a measurement in this decay channel.

The reconstructed electrons (muons) are required to have *p*~T~\>35 (25) GeV, and are restricted to \|*η*\|\<2.5 (2.1). The jets are required to have *p*~T~\>30 GeV and \|*η*\|\<2.4, and not to overlap with the leptons, with the overlap determined by a cone around the lepton axis of radius Δ*R*=0.3. Events with electrons and muons, and with exactly two or three jets are analysed separately, giving four categories in total. The two highest-*p*~T~ jets are assumed to arise from the hadronic decay of the W candidate. According to simulation, in the case of 2 (3) jet events, the correct jet-combination rate varies from 68 (26) % for *m*~H~=200 GeV to 88 (84) % for *m*~H~=600 GeV. For low *m*~H~ values jets produced in initial or final state radiation are often more energetic than jets from W decay, therefore in 3 jet events the correct jet-combination rate decreases quickly with decreasing *m*~H~. Events with an incorrect dijet combination result in a broad non-peaking background in the *m*~WW~ spectrum.
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To improve the *m*~WW~ resolution, both W candidates are constrained in a kinematic fit to the W-boson mass to within its known width. For the W→qq candidate the fit uses the four-momenta of the two highest-*p*~T~ jets. For the W→*ℓν* candidate the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E_{\mathrm{T}}^{\text{miss}} $\end{document}$ defines the transverse energy of the neutrino and the longitudinal component of the neutrino momentum, *p*~*z*~, is unknown. The ambiguity is resolved by taking the solution that yields the smaller \|*p*~*z*~\| value for the neutrino. According to simulation over 85 % of signal events receive a correct \|*p*~*z*~\| value, thus improving the mass resolution, especially at low *m*~H~.

To exploit the differences in kinematics between signal and background events, a likelihood discriminant is constructed that incorporates a set of variables that best distinguishes the Higgs boson signal from the W+jets background. These variables comprise five angles between the Higgs boson decay products, that describe the Higgs boson production kinematics \[[@CR36]\]; the *p*~T~ and rapidity of the WW system; and the lepton charge. The likelihood discriminant is optimized with dedicated simulation samples for several discrete Higgs boson mass hypotheses, for each lepton flavor (e, *μ*) and for each jet multiplicity (2-jet, 3-jet) independently. Four different optimizations are therefore obtained per mass hypothesis. For each of them, events are retained if they survive a simple selection on the likelihood discriminant, chosen in order to optimize the expected limit for the Higgs boson production cross section.

To simultaneously extract the relative normalizations of all background components in the signal region, an unbinned maximum likelihood fit is performed on the invariant mass distribution of the dijet system, *m*~jj~. The fit is performed independently for each Higgs boson mass hypothesis. The signal region corresponding to the W mass window, 65\<*m*~jj~\<95 GeV, is excluded from the fit. The mass window corresponds to approximately twice the dijet mass resolution. The shape of the *m*~jj~ distribution for the W+jets background is determined by simulation. The overall normalization of the W+jets component is allowed to vary in the fit. The shapes for other backgrounds (electroweak diboson, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathrm{t}\overline {\mathrm{t}}$\end{document}$, single top quark, and Drell--Yan plus jets) are based on simulation, and their normalizations are constrained to theoretical predictions, within the corresponding uncertainties. The multijet background normalization is estimated from data by relaxing lepton isolation and identification requirements. Its contribution to the total number of events is evaluated from a separate two-component likelihood fit to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$m_{\mathrm{T}}^{\ell, E_{\mathrm{T}}^{\text{miss}} }$\end{document}$ distribution, and constrained in the *m*~jj~ fit according to this fraction within uncertainties. For electrons, the multijet fraction accounts for several percent of the event sample, depending on the number of jets in the event, while for muons it is negligible.

Limits are established based on the measured invariant mass of the WW system, *m*~*ℓν*jj~. The *m*~*ℓν*jj~ shape for the major background, W+jets, is extracted from data as a linear combination of the shapes measured in two signal-free sideband regions of *m*~jj~ (55\<*m*~jj~\<65 GeV, 95\<*m*~jj~\<115 GeV). The relative fraction of the two sidebands is determined through simulation, separately for each Higgs boson mass hypothesis, by minimizing the *χ*^2^ between the interpolated *m*~*ℓν*jj~ shape in the signal region and the expected one. The *m*~*ℓν*jj~ shape for multijet background events is obtained from data with the procedure described above. All other background categories use the *m*~*ℓν*jj~ shape from simulation. The *m*~jj~ and *m*~*ℓν*jj~ distributions with final background estimates are shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, with selections optimized for a 500 GeV Higgs boson mass hypothesis, for the (*μ*, 2 jets) category. The final background *m*~*ℓν*jj~ distribution is obtained by summing up all the individual contributions and smoothing it with an exponential function. The shapes of the *m*~*ℓν*jj~ distribution for total background, signal and data for each mass hypothesis and event category are binned, with bin size approximately equal to the mass resolution, and fed as input to the limit-setting procedure. Fig. 3Invariant mass distributions for the *m* ~H~=500 GeV mass hypothesis, (*μ*, 2 jets) category in the H→WW→*ℓν*qq channel. (*Top*) The dijet invariant mass distribution with the major background contributions. The *vertical lines* correspond to the signal region of this analysis 65\<*m* ~jj~\<95 GeV. (*Bottom*) The WW invariant mass distribution with the major background contributions in the signal region

The largest source of systematic uncertainty on the background is due to the uncertainty in the shape of the *m*~*ℓν*jj~ distribution of the total background. The shape uncertainty is derived by varying the parameters of the exponential fit function up and down by one standard deviation. The only other uncertainty assigned to background is the normalization uncertainty from the *m*~jj~ fit. Both of these uncertainties are estimated from data. The dominant systematic uncertainties on the signal include theoretical uncertainties for the cross section (14--19 % for gluon fusion) \[[@CR41]\] and on jet energy scale (4--28 %), as well as the efficiency of the likelihood selection (10 %). The latter effect is computed by taking the relative difference in efficiency between data and simulation using a control sample of top-quark pair events in data. These events are good proxies for the signal, since in both cases the primary production mechanism is gluon fusion, and the semi-leptonic final states contain decays of two W bosons.

The upper limits on the ratio of the production cross section for the Higgs boson compared to the SM expectation are presented in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. 4Observed (*solid line*) and expected (*dashed line*) 95 % CL upper limit on the ratio of the product of production cross section and branching fraction to the SM expectation for the Higgs boson in the WW semileptonic channel

H→ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ℓ*′ {#Sec7}
--------------

This analysis seeks to identify Higgs boson decays to a pair of Z bosons, with both decaying to a pair of leptons. This channel has extremely low background, and the presence of four leptons in the final state allows reconstruction and isolation requirements to be loose. Due to very good mass resolution and high efficiency of the selection requirements, this channel is one of the major discovery channels at both low and high Higgs boson masses. A detailed description of this analysis may be found in \[[@CR15], [@CR16], [@CR94], [@CR95]\].

Events included in the analysis contain Z candidates formed from a pair of leptons of the same flavor and opposite charge. Electrons (muons, *τ*~h~) are required to be isolated, to originate from the primary vertex, and to have *p*~T~\>7 (5,20) GeV and \|*η*\|\<2.5 (2.1,2.3). The event selection procedure results in mutually exclusive sets of Z candidates in the H→2*ℓ*2*ℓ* and H→2*ℓ*2*τ* channels, with the former identified first.

For the 2*ℓ*2*ℓ* final state, the lepton pair with invariant mass closest to the nominal Z boson mass, denoted Z~1~, is identified and retained if it satisfies $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$12 < m_{\mathrm {Z}_{2}} < 120~\mbox{GeV}$\end{document}$. If more than one Z~2~ candidate remains, the ambiguity is resolved by choosing the leptons of highest *p*~T~. Amongst the four candidate decay leptons, it is required that at least one should have *p*~T~\>20 GeV, and that another should have *p*~T~\>10 GeV. This requirement ensures that selected events correspond to the high-efficiency plateau of the trigger.

For the 2*ℓ*2*τ* final state, events are required to have one Z~1~→*ℓ*^+^*ℓ*^−^ candidate, with one lepton having *p*~T~\>20 GeV and the other *p*~T~\>10 GeV, and a Z~2~→*τ*^+^*τ*^−^, with *τ* decaying to *μ*,e or hadrons. The leptons from *τ* leptonic decays are required to have *p*~T~\>10 GeV. The invariant mass of the reconstructed Z~1~ is required to satisfy 60\<*m*~*ℓℓ*~\<120 GeV, and that of the Z~2~ to satisfy *m*~*ττ*~\<90 GeV, where *m*~*ττ*~ is the invariant mass of the visible *τ*-decay products.

Simulation is used to evaluate the expected non-resonant ZZ background as a function of *m*~2*ℓ*2*ℓ*′~. The cross section for ZZ production at NLO is calculated with [mcfm]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR96]--[@CR98]\]. The theoretical uncertainty on the cross-section is evaluated as a function of *m*~2*ℓ*2*ℓ*′~, by varying the QCD renormalization and factorization scales and the PDF set, following the PDF4LHC recommendations. The uncertainties associated with the QCD and PDF scales for each final state are on average 8 %. The number of predicted ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ℓ*′ events and their associated uncertainties, after the signal selection, are given in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Table 2Observed and expected background and signal yields for each final state in the H→ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ℓ*′ channel. For the Z+X background, the estimations are based on data. The uncertainties represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties combined in quadratureChannel4e4*μ*2e2*μ*2*ℓ*2*τ*ZZ background28.6±3.344.6±4.670.8±7.512.1±1.5Z+X$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathrm{t}\overline{\mathrm {t}} $\end{document}$, Z+jets, and WZ+jets reducible backgrounds a Z~1~+*ℓ*~ng~ control region is defined, with at least one loosely defined non-genuine lepton candidate, *ℓ*~ng~, in addition to a Z candidate. To avoid possible contamination from WZ events, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E_{\mathrm {T}}^{\text{miss}} < 25~\mbox{GeV}$\end{document}$ is required. This control region is used to determine the misidentification probability for *ℓ*~ng~ to pass the final lepton selections as a function of *p*~T~ and *η*. To estimate the number of expected background events in the signal region, Z~1~+*ℓ*^±^*ℓ*^∓^, this misidentification probability is applied to two control regions, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathrm{Z}_{1}+\ell_{\mathrm{ng}}^{\pm}\ell_{\mathrm{ng}}^{\mp}$\end{document}$. The contamination from WZ events containing a genuine additional lepton is suppressed by requiring the imbalance of the measured energy deposition in the transverse plane to be below 25 GeV. The estimated reducible background yield in the signal region is denoted as Z+X in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The systematic uncertainties associated with the reducible background estimate vary from 30 % to 70 %, and are presented in the table combined in quadrature with the statistical uncertainties.

The reconstructed invariant mass distributions for 2*ℓ*2*ℓ*′ are shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} for the combination of the 4e, 4*μ*, and 2e2*μ* final states in the top plot and for the combination of the 2*ℓ*2*τ* states in the bottom one. The data are compared with the expectation from SM background processes. The observed mass distributions are consistent with the SM background expectation. Fig. 5Distribution of the four-lepton reconstructed mass for (*top*) the sum of the 4e, 4*μ*, and 2e2*μ* channels, and for (*bottom*) the sum over all 2*ℓ*2*τ* channels. Points represent the data, *shaded* histograms represent the background, and unshaded histogram the signal expectations. The reconstructed masses in 2*ℓ*2*τ* states are shifted downwards with respect to the true masses by about 30 % due to the undetected neutrinos in *τ* decays

The kinematics of the H→ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ℓ* process, for a given invariant mass of the four-lepton system, are fully described at LO by five angles and the invariant masses of the two lepton pairs \[[@CR36], [@CR99], [@CR100]\]. A kinematic discriminant (KD), based on these seven variables, is constructed based on the probability ratio of the signal and background hypotheses \[[@CR101]\]. The distribution of KD versus *m*~2*ℓ*2*ℓ*~ is shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} (top) for the selected event sample, and is consistent with the SM background expectation. The two-dimensional KD-*m*~2*ℓ*2*ℓ*~ distribution is used to set upper limits on the cross-section in the 2*ℓ*2*ℓ* channel. For the 2*ℓ*2*τ* final state, limits are set using the *m*~2*ℓ*2*τ*~ distribution. The combined upper limits from all channels are shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} (bottom). Fig. 6(*Top*) The distribution of events selected in the 2*ℓ*2*ℓ* subchannels for the kinematic discriminant, KD, versus *m* ~2*ℓ*2*ℓ*~. Events in the three final states are marked by filled symbols (defined in the legend). The *colored contours* (with the measure on the color scale of the *right axis*) represent the expected relative density of background events. (*Bottom*) Observed (*solid line*) and expected (*dashed line*) 95 % CL upper limits on the ratio of the product of the production cross section and branching fraction to the SM expectation in the H→ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ℓ*′ channel. The 68 % (1*σ*) and 95 % (2*σ*) ranges of expectation for the background-only model are also shown with *green* and *yellow bands*, respectively (Color figure online)

H→ZZ→2*ℓ*2q {#Sec8}
-----------

This channel has the largest branching fraction of all H→ZZ channels considered in this paper, but also a large background contribution from Z+jets production. The hadronically-decaying Z bosons produce quark jets, with a large fraction of heavy quarks compared to the background that is dominated by gluon and light quark jets. This feature allows the use of a heavy-flavor tagging algorithm to enhance the signal with respect to background. The analysis presented here updates the previously published result \[[@CR101]\] by the use of the most recent theoretical predictions for the Higgs boson mass lineshape and the correction of a problem in the background description. The measurement in this channel uses the same $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Reconstructed electrons and muons are required to have *p*~T~\>40 (20) GeV for the highest-*p*~T~ (second-highest-*p*~T~) lepton. Electrons (muons) are required to have \|*η*\|\<2.5(2.4), with the transition region between ECAL barrel and endcap, 1.44\<\|*η*\|\<1.57, excluded for electrons. Jets are required to have *p*~T~\>30 GeV and \|*η*\|\<2.4. Each pair of oppositely-charged leptons of the same flavor, and each pair of jets, are considered as Z candidates. Background contributions are reduced by requiring 75\<*m*~jj~\<105 GeV and 70\<*m*~*ℓℓ*~\<110 GeV.

In order to exploit the different jet composition of signal and background, events are classified into three mutually exclusive categories, according to the number of selected b-tagged jets: 0b-tag, 1b-tag and 2b-tag. An angular likelihood discriminant is used to separate signal-like from background-like events in each category \[[@CR36]\]. A "quark-gluon" likelihood discriminant (qgLD), intended to distinguish gluon jets from light-quark jets, is employed for the 0b-tag category, which is expected to be dominated by Z+jets background. A requirement on the qgLD value reduces backgrounds by approximately 40 % without any loss in the signal efficiency. In order to suppress the substantial $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E_{\mathrm {T}}^{\text{miss}} =0~\mbox{GeV}$\end{document}$ \[[@CR102]\]. This discriminant provides a measure of whether the event contains genuine missing transverse energy. Events in the 2b-tag category are required to have 2ln*λ*\<10. When an event contains multiple Z candidates passing the selection requirements, only the ones with jets in the highest b-tag category are retained for analysis. If multiple candidates are still present, the ones with *m*~jj~ and *m*~*ℓℓ*~ values closest to the Z mass are retained.

The statistical analysis is based on the invariant mass of the Higgs boson candidate, *m*~ZZ~, applying the constraint that the dijet invariant mass is consistent with that of the Z boson. Data containing a Higgs boson signal are expected to show a resonance peak over a continuum background distribution.

The background distributions are estimated from the *m*~jj~ sidebands, defined as 60\<*m*~jj~\<75 GeV and 105\<*m*~jj~\<130 GeV. In simulation, the composition and distribution of the dominant backgrounds in the sidebands are observed to be similar to those in the signal region. The distributions derived from data sidebands are measured for each of the three b-tag categories and used to estimate the normalization of the background and its dependence on *m*~ZZ~. The results of the sideband interpolation procedure are in good agreement with the observed distributions in data. In all cases, the dominant backgrounds include Z+jets with either light- or heavy-flavor jets and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathrm{t}\overline{\mathrm{t}}$\end{document}$ background, both of which populate the *m*~jj~ signal region and the *m*~jj~ sidebands. The diboson background amounts to less than 5 % of the total in the 0b and 1b-tag categories, and about 10 % in the 2b-tag category. No significant difference is observed between results from data and the background expectation.

The distribution of *m*~ZZ~ for the background is parametrized by an empirical function constructed of a Crystal Ball distribution \[[@CR103]--[@CR105]\] multiplied by a Fermi function, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$f( m_{\mathrm{ZZ}} ) = 1/[1+\mathrm {e}^{-( m_{\mathrm{ZZ}} -a)/b}]$\end{document}$, fitted to the shape and with normalization determined from the sidebands. The dominant normalization uncertainty in the background estimation is due to statistical uncertainty of the number of events in the sidebands. The reconstructed signal distribution has two components. The Double Crystal Ball function \[[@CR103]--[@CR105]\] is used to describe the events with well reconstructed Higgs boson decay products. The *m*~ZZ~ spectrum for misreconstructed events is described with a triangle function with linear rising and falling edges, convoluted with Crystal Ball function for better description of the peak and tail regions. The signal reconstruction efficiency and the *m*~ZZ~ distribution are parametrized as a function of *m*~H~. The main uncertainties in the signal *m*~ZZ~ parametrization are due to experimental resolution, which is predominantly due to the uncertainty on the jet energy scale \[[@CR77]\]. Uncertainties in b-tagging efficiency are evaluated with a sample of jet events enriched in heavy flavors by requiring a muon to be spatially close to a jet. The uncertainty associated with the qgLD selection efficiency is evaluated using the *γ*+jet sample in data, which predominantly contains light quark jets.

The upper limits at 95 % CL on the ratio of the production cross section for the Higgs boson to the SM expectation, obtained from the combination of all categories, are presented in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. This exclusion limit supersedes the previously published one \[[@CR101]\]. Fig. 7Observed (*solid line*) and expected (*dashed line*) 95 % CL upper limit on the ratio of the product of the production cross section and branching fraction, to the SM expectation for the Higgs boson in the H→ZZ→2*ℓ*2q channel

H→ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ν* {#Sec9}
-------------

This analysis identifies Higgs boson decays to a pair of Z bosons, with one of Z bosons decaying leptonically and the other to neutrinos. A detailed description of the analysis can be found in \[[@CR106]\]. The analysis strategy is based on a set of *m*~H~-dependent selection requirements applied on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E_{\mathrm{T}}^{\text{miss}}$\end{document}$ and *m*~T~, where Events are required to have a pair of well identified, isolated leptons of same flavor (e^+^e^−^ or *μ*^+^*μ*^−^), each with *p*~T~\>20 GeV, with an invariant mass within a 30 GeV window centered on the Z mass. The *p*~T~ of the dilepton system is required to be greater than 55 GeV. Jets are considered only if they have *p*~T~\>30 GeV and \|*η*\|\<5. The presence of large missing transverse energy in the event is also an essential feature of the signal.

To suppress Z+jets background, events are excluded from the analysis if the angle in the azimuthal plane between the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\Delta\phi(\ell,\boldsymbol{E}_{\mathrm{T}}^{\text {miss}}) < 0.2$\end{document}$. The top-quark background is suppressed by applying a veto on events having a b-tagged jet with *p*~T~\>30 GeV and \|*η*\|\<2.4. To further suppress the top-quark background, a veto is applied on events containing a "soft muon", with *p*~T~\>3 GeV, which is typically produced in the leptonic decay of a bottom quark. To reduce the WZ background, in which both bosons decay leptonically, any event with a third lepton (e or *μ*) with *p*~T~\>10 GeV, and passing the identification and isolation requirements, is rejected.

The search is carried out in two mutually exclusive categories. The VBF category contains events with at least two jets with \|Δ*η*~jj~\|\>4 and *m*~jj~\>500 GeV. Both leptons forming the Z candidate are required to lie in this Δ*η*~jj~ region, and there should be no other jets in it. The gluon fusion category includes all events failing the VBF selection, and is subdivided into subsamples according to the presence or absence of reconstructed jets. The event categories are chosen in order to optimize the expected cross section limit. In the case of the VBF category, a constant $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E_{\mathrm{T}}^{\text{miss}} >70~\mbox{GeV}$\end{document}$ and no *m*~T~ requirement are used, as no gain in sensitivity is obtained with a *m*~H~-dependent selection.

The background composition is expected to vary with the hypothesised value of *m*~H~. At low *m*~H~, Z+jets and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mathrm{t}\overline{\mathrm{t}} $\end{document}$ are the largest contributions, whilst at higher *m*~H~ (above 400 GeV), the irreducible ZZ and WZ backgrounds dominate. The ZZ and WZ backgrounds are taken from simulation \[[@CR37], [@CR61]\] and are normalized to their respective NLO cross sections. The Z+jets background is modeled from a control sample of *γ*+jets events. This procedure yields an accurate model of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E_{\mathrm{T}}^{\text{miss}}$\end{document}$ distribution in data compared to the estimated background in the (*top*) gluon fusion and (*bottom*) VBF categories of the H→ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ν* channel. The dielectron and dimuon channels are combined. Contributions from ZZ, WZ, non-resonant background and Z+jets background are stacked on top of each other. The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E_{\mathrm{T}}^{\text {miss}}$\end{document}$distribution in signal events for *m* ~H~=600 GeVis also shown. The last bin in each plot contain the overflow entries

The uncertainty associated with the Z+jets background estimate is affected by any residual contamination in the *γ*+jets control sample from processes involving a photon and genuine $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$E_{\mathrm{T}}^{\text{miss}} $\end{document}$. This contamination could be as large as 50 % of the total Z+jets background. It is not subtracted, but assigned a 100 % uncertainty.

Background processes that do not involve a Z resonance (non-resonant background) are estimated with a control sample of events with dileptons of different flavor (e^±^*μ*^∓^) that pass the full analysis selection. This method cannot distinguish between the non-resonant background and a possible contribution from H→WW→2*ℓ*2*ν* events, which are treated as part of the non-resonant background estimate. This treatment considers only the H→ZZ channel as signal and is combined with the H→WW channel for the limit calculation. The interference between ZZ and WW channels is also taken into account \[[@CR106]\]. The non-resonant background in the e^+^e^−^ and *μ*^+^*μ*^−^ final states is estimated by applying a scale factor to the selected e^±^*μ*^∓^ events, estimated from the sidebands of the Z peak events (40\<*m*~*ℓℓ*~\<70 GeV and 110\<*m*~*ℓℓ*~\<200 GeV). The uncertainty associated with the estimate of the non-resonant background is evaluated to be 25 %. No significant excess of events is observed over the SM background expectation. The observed and expected upper limits as a function of *m*~H~ are shown in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. 9Observed (*solid line*) and expected (*dashed line*) 95 % CL upper limit on the ratio of the product of the production cross section and branching fraction to the SM expectation for the Higgs boson in the H→ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ν* channel

Combined results {#Sec10}
================

The expected and observed upper limits on the ratio of the production cross section for the Higgs boson to the SM expectation, for each of the individual channels presented in this paper, are shown in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}. This figure also shows a combined limit, calculated using the methods outlined in Refs. \[[@CR13], [@CR82]\]. The combination procedure assumes the relative branching fractions to be those predicted by the SM, and takes into account the statistical and experimental systematic uncertainties as well as theoretical uncertainties. In the mass region 145\<*m*~H~\<200 GeV the branching fraction of the most sensitive channel, H→ZZ, is decreasing and has a typical dependence on *m*~H~, which is reflected in both the expected and observed limits. In this mass region the result of the combination is determined by the WW→*ℓνℓν* channel. At masses above 200 GeV the ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ℓ*′ channel becomes dominant, since low background contributions in this channel allow to keep high efficiency of the selection requirements. Starting at approximately 400 GeV the ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ν* starts to contribute significantly. The branching fraction of ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ν* is higher than ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ℓ*′, and the major background contributions decrease with *m*~H~ increase, thus allowing for selection requirements to be more and more effective in the 2*ℓ*2*ν* channel. The combined observed and expected limits agree well within uncertainties as shown in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. 10(*Top*) Expected and (*bottom*) observed 95 % CL limits for all individual channels and their combination. The *horizontal dashed line* at unity indicates the SM expectationFig. 11Observed (*solid line*) and expected (*dashed line*) 95 % CL upper limit on the ratio of the production cross section to the SM expectation for the Higgs boson with all WW and ZZ channels combined

The previously expected exclusion range at 95 % CL, 118--543 GeV, is extended up to 700 GeV. Previously published results exclude at 95 % CL the SM-like Higgs boson in the range 127\<*m*~H~\<600 GeV \[[@CR13]\]. The results of this analysis extend the upper exclusion limit to *m*~H~=710 GeV.

Summary {#Sec11}
=======

Results are presented from searches for a standard-model-like Higgs boson in H→WW and H→ZZ decay channels, for Higgs boson mass hypotheses in the range 145\<*m*~H~\<1000 GeV. The analysis uses proton-proton collision data recorded by the CMS detector at the LHC, corresponding to integrated luminosities of up to 5.1 fb^−1^ at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\sqrt{s} = 8~\text{TeV}$\end{document}$. The final states analysed include two leptons and two neutrinos, H→WW→*ℓνℓν* and H→ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ν*, a lepton, a neutrino, and two jets, H→WW→*ℓν*qq, two leptons and two jets, H→ZZ→2*ℓ*2q, and four leptons, H→ZZ→2*ℓ*2*ℓ*′, where *ℓ*=e or *μ* and *ℓ*′=e or *μ*, or *τ*. The results are consistent with standard model background expectations. The combined upper limits at 95 % confidence level on products of the cross section and branching fractions exclude a standard-model-like Higgs boson in the range 145\<*m*~H~\<710 GeV, thus extending the mass region excluded by CMS from 127--600 GeV up to 710 GeV.
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